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The MPC 476 Grange Observatory

o Established in 1993 on a private home in Bussoleno ‘Grange’ suburb

o The main telescope is an homemade Newton-Cassegrain 300 mm; the
commercial Petzval astrograph has an aperture of 140 mm f/5.7

o The fork mount was prepared at the MPC 022 Pino Torinese Astronomic
Observatory workshop, and has very precise angular compasses for an
analogic sky pointing

o In May 1995 the Grange Obs. was granted by Minor Planet Center of
the code MPC 476 for NEA positions within 0.5 as, the second
independent MPC code in Piedmont (a region of northwestern Italy)

o In 1996/97 a campaign on NEA (433) Eros for orbit refinement was
conducted prior to the 2001 NEAR-Shoemaker probe landing

o Nowadays the typical error in positional astrometry equals the star
catalogues used (URAT-1 and GAIA DR1) minimum scatter over a 17x13
arcmin starfield with the 300 mm ultra-fast telescope



The current layout of the Grange Obs. instrumentation: the main 300 mm 
Newton reflector is working at f/3.3 with Sloan and GAIA filters, and the 

piggyback 140 mm astrograph mounts a Johnson BVR photometer.

A vintage 80 mm telescope is also visible, used for spectroscopic studies.



LIMIT MAGNITUDE

The Grange Obs. 300 mm telescope is in service for more than 20 years, and
always had CCDs at the focal plane for measuring NEAs positions then their
orbits. The limit magnitude grew up in the years due to the electronic devices
and the data post-processing techniques progress. Photometry is also done with
Johnson, Sloan SSDS and GAIA DR1 G standards.

640 s exposure of the 300 mm Newton telescope

(2014)

1993   magn.  14

1997   magn.  16

2001 magn. 17

2009   magn.  19

2014   magn.  20+

The limit magnitude

depends on seeing

(typical FWHM ~5 as 
good for photometry)



The calibration graphs of the photometric filters developed at the Grange Obs.

Color indices can measure stars surface temperature and metallicity index.

The photometers can also measure exoplanet transits on stars

PHOTOMETRY



GAIA DR1 PHOTOMETRY

The GAIA DR1 catalogue, published in November 2016, is used for faint NEA
photometry with the 300 mm reflector, since it can be approximated by the
Pan-STARRS w standard (accepted by MPC). The astrometric catalogue
URAT-1 is currently used by Grange Obs. for the NEA positional measures.

A star of 17 magn. is measured with a 15 s exposure at the 300 mm f/3.3 



IR PHOTOMETRY

The Sloan SSDS (Pan-STARRS) iG filter performs IR photometry with an
error of 11 PPM magnitude over the Sloan r-i standard color index



1995: the start of the MPC 476 NEA activities

The MPC building at Cambridge, MA USA

The MPC circular stating the assignement 
of the 476 code to Grange Obs. Bussoleno

The sponsor of the assignement was the 
late director Brian G. Marsden



ASTROMETRY

Example of a past UCAC-4 measure of the NEA (4401) Aditi closing to Earth; on
October 24th, 2014 its speed amongst the fixed stars was equal to 4 as/minute

Screenshot of the ASTROMETRICA program



Examples of the solar spectrum from the 30 micron pinhole spectrometer

SPECTROMETRY



CONCLUSIONS

The technical and scientific assets of the observatory are:

o Astrometry

o Photometry

o Spectrometry

The Grange Observatory for more than 20 years made autonomous
edge researches on fundamental astronomy and contributed to
scientific publications; the instruments of the observatory can
measure the precise positions, the distance, the temperature, the
chemical composition of the stars, and recently the presence of
extra-solar planets around them.
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